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working together. Here is an organization of people for the promotion of the

playing of pingpong. And there are thirty members of this, and their purpose

is to work up pingpong tournaments and to z&x promote the playing of pingpong.

(laughter) Well, the day comes when one c11 the officers puts out a lot of

publity about a big pingpong tournament that is going to be held, urging

everbody to come to this ping pong tournament, which is to be held at a certain

place. And then he discovers that one t of the other officers had been

busy getting out publicity about a ping pong tournament to be held at the same

tine at an entirely different ttxx place. The result is that they split

their crowd, they divide their 'nterest, neither one of them makes a success.

Here are two men using their inititative to advance the purposes of the

organization. But the two men, they have not worked out a method of preventing

the two men from working at cross purposes. In such a way as to desroy each

other's efforts. tx This is the second phase of govt. To enable people,

exercising liberty and free enterprise and free intitiative, in doing what they

think is best, and most useful, toward the advancement of the purposes of the

organization. To do it in such a way that they don't get in each other's way

and destroy each other's efforts. It is like the traffic laws. You have to hate

a certain amount ofxarga*x organization in any organization, a certain amount

of govt. In order to make it possible that people can work without destroying

one another's efforts or getting too much in one another's way. This is much

less important than the first aspect of govt. but it is one which has to be

solved by every organization. And another reason why it is good to think of

this is because you will find in whatever organization you get in, that some

people are going to give too much thought to this aspect. I mean that they

e going to take certain phases of this, and to them this will be the most

important thing, and they are going to get certain phases of this second aspect

into a place where they seem more important than t eh first aspect. And to ha

the thing thought through so as to keep this second aspect in its proper

place, to keep it to a proper minimum, to keep it from becoming too great,

but to carry it out properly where it will. It is extremely important for the
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